Acer palmatum var. Atropurpureum
Red leaved Japanese Maple seedlings. Some variability due to
being raised from seed and not grafted.
Narrow Leaved Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Atrolineare
Zone 5
Leaves are almost black red and are thin string like.
Grows to 12 feet.
698 Concession 3 Wilsonville, ON N0E 1Z0
Ph (519) 443-5773 Fax (519)443-4141

Deciduous Tree Availability
Trident Maple
Acer buergerianum Naruto
Zone 5b
Small tree with T shaped bluish leaves. Fall colour
reds and oranges. Mature at 15 feet
Hornbeam Maple
Zone 5
Acer carpinifolium
Small growing Asian maple with leaves that look like
Hornbeam leaves. Mature at 20 feet. Fall colour
yellow.
Vine Maple
Zone 5
Acer circinatum
A Pacific Northwest native. Small ornamental
sometimes confused with Japanese Maple. Handles
shade well and has a yellow fall colour.
Paperbark Maple
Zone 5
Acer griseum
Peeling Chocolate bark make this little ornamental tree
highly prized. Scarlet and orange fall colour.
Fern Leaf or Dancing Peacock Maple Zone 5
Acer japonicum Acontifolium
Deeply dissected leaves that are 6 inches across.
Grows upright with a beautiful red fall colour.
Acer japonicum Attaryi
Zone 5
Deeply dissected leaves that are even larger than
Acontifolium. Grows about 1 foot a year. Fall colour
red/orange.
Acer japonicum Green Cascade
Zone 5
A flat or weeping form with dissected leaves.
Fall colour reds, oranges and yellows.
Acer japonicum Itaya
Zone 5
Extremely large leaved form usually multi-stemmed.
Grows about 1 foot a year. Nice fall colour.
Acer japonicum Meigetsu
Zone 5
Another beautiful variety similar to Acontifolium.
Deep scarlet, burgundy wine fall colour.
Acer japonicum O isami
Zone 5
Small shade tolerant tree with new growth yellowish
to pink and finally green. Burgundy fall colour.
Nikko Maple
Acer maximowiczianum
Zone 5b
Small Chinese tree with almost black bark as the tree
gets older. Red fall colour mature at 20 feet
Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum
The green leaved form of Japanese maple. Very
attractive in all seasons.
Ribbon Leafted Japanese Maple

Bloodgood Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Bloodgood
Zone 5
Bloodgood Red leaves all summer and bright red
Fall colour
Butterfly Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Butterfly
Leaves pink, white and green. Slow grower.
Red bark

Zone 6

Chishiso Improved Japanese MapleZone 6
Acer palmatum Chishiso Improved
Leaves in spring are pink and bronze Fall colour- Orange/Red
RARE!
Crimson Queen Laceleaf Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Crimson Queen
Among the best reds of the laceleaf varieties.
Our trees are grafted at 4 feet and 5 feet and
bottomed grafted. Nice full heads

Zone 5b

Green Cutleaf Maple
Acer palmatum Dissectum (Viridis)
Zone 5
A true garden classic. Mint green feathery leaves in summer,
fiery oranges in fall. Execellent cascading/weeping tree.
Emperor 1 Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Bright red leaves last all season long. Fairly new cultivar. Very
hardy. May be the best red on the market.
Inaba Shidare Weeping Cutleaf Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Inaba Shidare
Nice weeping red cutleaf form. Has been in cultivation since
the 1800’s. Stake for height otherwise it will mound.
Jewel of Japan Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Hogyoku
Soft green leaves and branches. In the fall the tree looks like a
pumpkin on a stick. Very striking.
Kasagi yama Japanese Maple
Zone 6
A most unusual type with red and green-edges and nearly black
veins. Nice fall colours. Very interesting and unusual.
Katsura (Floating Cloud) Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Katsura
Leaves emerge orange-yellow and turn to bright yellow.
Peach fall colour. Mature at 15 feet.
Coral Barked Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Sango Kaku
Light green leaves in summer with blood red stems. Fall colour
shades of orange, apricot and yellow.
Jessica Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Very vigorous green/amber leaved form. Forms a small tree
quickly. A mix of apricots, red and oranges for a nice showy fall
display.
Osakasugi Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Leaves emerge maroon change to green and back to purple in
the fall. Trunk develops white strips. Also called the Snake
Barked Maple

Zone 5
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Acer palmatum Orangeola
Zone 5
New growth is orange and then changes to a mottled
red. Nice fall colours as well.
Peaches and Cream Japanese Maple Zone 5
Acer palmatum Peaches and Cream
New growth peach and cream coloured. New
hybrid from Australia. Just peachy.
Red Dragon Cutleaf Weeping Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Red Dragon
Zone 5
Good red colour, needs to be staked for height.
Bright red fall colour.
Red Pygmy Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Red Pygmy
Thin slender red leaves to 6 feet or so. Looks like
it is bamboo. Fall colour oranges and red.
Seedlings from Johin Japanese Maple Zone 5
Beautiful hybrid with big red/maroon dissected leaves.
Rare!
Upright cutleaf Japanese Maple
Acer palmatum Seiryu
Zone 5
Nice airy look to this cutleaf. Fall colour purple
and red. Mature at 12 feet.
Shaina’s Dwarf Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Shaina
Oval growing form to 6 feet. Leaves are small
and the plant is extremely compact.
Skeeter’s Broom Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Acer palmatum Skeeter’s Broom
A compact dwarf form with red leaves. From a witches
broom.
Floating Cloud Maple
Zone 6
Small to 12 feet. Leaves are shades of green, white
and pink that fade to green in summer. Fall colour
peach.
Waterfall Japanese Maple
Zone 5
Old and still popular form of the Green Laceleaf variety.
Beautiful fall colour. One of my favourites.
Eskimo Sunset Sycamore Maple
Zone 5
Acer psuedoplantanus Eskimo Sunset
A medium sized growing tree with pink, white and
green leaves. A real standout. Grows about
1 foot a year.
Nizett’s Variegated Sycamore Maple
Zone 5
Acer psuedoplantanus Nizettii
A nice gold variegated maple. Not as fast growing as
the species.
Autumn Fantasy Hybrid Maple
Zone 4
Acer rubrumxsaccharinum
Fast growing variety known for its long lasting burgundy
fall colour. Seedless. Can grow 5 ft a season.
Autumn Blaze Red Maple
Zone 4
Another great hybrid selected for its fast growth and fall
colour.
Princeton Gold Norway Maple
Zone 4
Acer platanoides Princeton Gold
Soft yellow leaves make a striking statement in the
landscape. Large growing.

Royal Red Norway Maple
Zone 4
Acer platanoides Royal Red
Probably the most popular variety of maple on the market. Deep
red leaves persist all season.
Red Maple
Zone 4
Acer rubrum
Our native maple with fall colour from yellow to red.
Fast growing tolerates moist soils.
Variegated Redvein Maple
Acer rufinerve Albolimbatum
Zone 5b
One of the snake barked maples. This form has nice
variegation on the leaves. Mature at 15 feet.
Cutleaf Silver Maple
Zone 4
Acer saccharinum Born’s Gracious
Unbelievable lacy form of the silver maple. When it could easily
confused with a dissected Japanese maple. Fairly strong
growing.
Junihitoye Asian Maple
Zone 5
Small ornamental tree selection with tiny leaves. Rich
gold fall colour.
Siebolds Maple
Acer sieboldianum Mikasa yama
Zone 5
Small sturdy tree with silky green leaves. Fall colour is
gold. Mature at 15ft.
Oriental Snake Bark Maple
Acer tegmentosum White Tigress
Zone 5
Pure white streaks running vertically along the trunk. Eye
catching from a mile away. Deep gold fall colour.
Shagbark Maple
Zone 5
Acer triflorum
Small ornamental tree. Bark peels in tight vertical curls. Beautiful
fall colors of reds and oranges. Fully hardy and quite rare in the
trade.
Pink Flowered Chesnut
Zone 5
Aesculus x carnea Briotti
Smaller ornamental tree to 20 feet laden with huge carmine pink
flowers. Seems to grow as wide as high.
Serviceberry Shrub Form
Zone 4
Amelanchier canadensis
Native shrub. One of the first trees to flower. Beatiful flower
colour. Good for wildlife.
Crimson Leaved Birch
Zone 4
Betula x Royal Frost
Fast growing birch with dark red leaves on a pure white trunk.
Grows narrowly to 30 feet.
Himalayan Birch
Betula Jacquemontii clump form
Almost pure white bark. Shows at a very young age.
White Himalayan Birch
Betulus jacquemontii Doorenbos
Zone 4
Characterized by pure white stems and bark. Truly striking and
ornamental. Mature at 20 feet.
River Birch
Zone 4
Betula nigra
Fast growing tree. Cinnamon bark that exfoliates. Very resistant
to the Bronze Birch Borer.
Variegated River Birch
Betula nigra Shiloh Splash
Zone 4
New eye catching form gold variegated form. Fast
growing.
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European Hornbeam
Zone 5
Carpinus betulus
Stately tree in many respects like the beech however
Stays smaller and is better suited for restricted areas.
Pretty much insect and disease free.
Pyramidal European Hornbeam
Carpinus betulus Fastigiata
Zone 5
Slender upright look giving the tree a very formal form.
Does get a little wider over time. Excellent accent tree.
Keeps its leaves well into winter.
Dwarf European Hornbeam
Carnpinus betulus Nana

Zone 5

An extremely rare dwarf pyramid. Well suited to the
larger rock garden. Great collectors plant. Only grows
a few inches a year.
Korean Hornbeam
Zone 5
Carpinus coreana
About the best of the hornbeams for bonsai. Most
worthy ornamental in the garden too. Tiny leaves and
gray bark and it's pest resistant.
Farges Hornbeam
Zone 5b
Carpinus fargesii
Distinct purple red new growth. Fall colour deep red
and orange. Extremely rare.

smallest of gardens. Whistling gardens may be one of the very
few places in Canada that offers this cultivars right now.
Pagoda Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus alternifolia
Our native dogwood with creamy white flowers in late spring.
Excellent food source for birds and very shade tolerant.
Variegated Pagoda Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus alternifolia Argentea
A white variegated variety. Slow growing. A much
Sought after tree. Will always be in short supply.
Golden Variegated Pagoda Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus alternifolia Variegata
Our native dogwood tree with golden margins. Beautiful small
tree with a nice layered look. New and extremely rare!
Giant Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus controversa
One of one the largest growing dogwoods. Smothered
in big white flowers in June. Red stems.
June Giant Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus controversa June
A new selection of pure white and extra large flowers otherwise
same as the species.
Variegated Giant Dogwood
Cornus conterversa Variegata

Zone 5

Japanese Hornbeam
Zone 5
Carpinus japonica
Beautiful leaf structure and its disease free genetics
make this tree a highly prized ornamental to 20 feet.
Rare in collections.

If you have never had the opportunity to see a specimen, you are
missing out in life! Its deeply variegated white and green leaves
will steal the show in any part of the garden it is planted. Growing
wide at first and before making a leader. Grows to 25 feet.
Gardening may never be the same again.

Fringe Tree
Chimonanthus virginicus

Golden Glory Cornelian Cherry
Cornus mas Golden Glory

Zone 5

Shiny dark green leaves and abundant white fragrant
flowers showcase this classy American native. Very
versatile in the landscape. Fully hardy.
Eastern Redbud
Cercis canadensis

Zone 5

One of the prettiest spring flowering trees. Lavender
blooms persist for a long period. Very resistent to
insect infestations.
Forest Pansy Redbud
Zone 5b
Cercis canadensis Forest Pansy
Remarkable purple leaves emerge after it's classic
lavender pea sized blooms. Small tree to 20 feet. Very
striking.
Lavender Twist Redbud
Zone 5b
Cercis canadensis Lavender Twist
Lovely semi weeping form with contorted branches as
well. Classic lavender pea sized flowers in early
spring.
Katsura Tree
Cercidiphyllum japonica

Zone 4

Grows much the same as the species however flowers are larger
and much more prolific. Bright yellow flowers.
Variegated Cornelian Cherry
Cornus mas Variegata

Zone 4

Another stunning variegated cultivar to come along. Golden
edges with dark green leaves. One of the few yellow spring
flowering trees. Grows to 15 feet. Disease and pest free.
Flowering Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus florida
Beautiful small tree. White flowering in spring and has nice tones
in the fall.
Cherokee Brave Flowering Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus florida Cherokee Brave
Classic small ornamental. Deep red to pink flowers adorn this
plant. To 15 feet
Cherokee Sunset Flowering Dogwood
Cornus florida Cherokee Brave
A soft gold leaved form. Plant in partial shade.

Zone 5

Zone 5

Medium sized ornamental with small heart shaped
leaves. Smells like cotton candy. Fall colour yellow.
Mature at 25 feet.
Red Fox Katsura Tree
Zone 5
Cercidiphyllum japonica Red Fox
Incredible dark maroon heart shaped leaves of the
sometimes called Cotton Candy tree. Much slower
growing than the species well suited to even the

Weeping Native Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus florida Pendula
Small weeping form that needs to be staked for height.
Very hard to find cultivar.
Pink Temple Flowering Dogwood
Zone 5
Cornus florida Pink Temple
Nice pink flowering variety. Otherwise similar to the species
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Satomi Flowering Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus kousa x Satomi
Stunning salmon pink colour in spring. Small tree to 15
feet needs to be in a sheltered location for best results.

Purple Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Atropurpurea
Among the most grand of all deciduous trees. This purple leaved
tree with its elephant grey trunk makes an imposing specimen.

Elizabeth Lustgarten Weeping Chinese Dogwood
Cornus kousa E. Lustgarten
Zone 4
Weeping tree to 12 –15 feet. Creamy white
flowers.

Purple Columnar European Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Dawcyck Purple
Dark purple foliage on a narrow upright to 30 feet. A first class
plant that makes a statement in any garden.

Gold Star Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus kousa Gold Star
This dogwood exihibits a large yellow patch in the
centre of its leaf, which in autumn changes to pink, with
the green margins shifting to red. New and RARE!

Golden Columnar European Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Dawyck Gold
The gold leafed version of Dawyck's Purple a bit slower growing.
Very nice accent plant.

Cornus kousa Hanos
Zone 4
Radiant Rose Dogwood
This trademark variety has reddish new growth and
pink flowers. Hardy.
Hearthrob Chinese Dogwood
Zone 4
Variegated variety with a gold heart in the centre of the
leaf. Fall colour stunning maroon and pink.
Kristin Lipka’s Variegated Weeper
Zone 4
Cornus kousa Kristin Lipka Variegated Weeper
Gold margined weeping selection. I’m sure a big
specimen is breathtaking. White flowers.
Mottled Weeping Chinese Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus kousa Mottled Weeping
New form that has cream mottled leaves on a weeping
tree.
Summer Fun Chinese Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus kousa Summer Fun
Another white margined variety but the leaves do not
curl up on the edges. White edges turn pink in fall.
Wolf Eyes Chinese Dogwood
Zone 4
Cornus kousa Wolf Eyes
A heavy variegated selection equally at home in full sun
or light shade to brighten a dark corner of the garden.
More compact then the species with nice tones of pink
and red in the fall.
Very new and rare still.
Contorted Witch Hazel
Corylus avellana Contorta
The most twisted and contorted branches of any plant I
know. Even the leaves are contorted. We have large
specimens available.
Red Contorted Hazel
Corylus avellana Red Majestic
Small tree or shrub with the classic look of the
contorted witch hazel but with the new growth a deep
red colour. No two specimens look alike. New!
Cottinus purpurea
Zone 5
Purple Smoke Bush
Dark purple leaves in summer scarlets and oranges in
fall. Classic garden plant. Very carry several varieties
now.
Daphne x burk. Carol Mackie
Zone 5
Variegated Daphne
Small heavily variegated evergreen bush.
Compact Thornless Hawthorn
Zone 4
Rich dark green on a globose plant. Becomes upright
Over time. Fall colour deep yellow. Slow growing.

Tricolor European Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Roseomarginata
A classic shade tree with pink, white and green leaves. Beautiful
spring colour. Could use a bit of filtered shade for best effect.
Weeping Purple Fountain European Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Purple Fountain
This impressive tree emerges with orange coloured leaved
turning quickly to deep purple. Main leader grows up but all side
branches are very pendulous. Makes a beautiful specimen.
Dwarf Cutleaf European Beech
Zone 5
Fagus sylvatica Irish Lace
I don't think anybody else in Canada offers this rare cultivar.
Deeply cut green leaves on a shrubby
small tree. RARE!
White Mottled Forsythia
Zone 5
Forsythia koreana Kumson
I’m not one for Forsythia’s but this variety caught my eye
because of it beautiful mottled leaf markings. Not as vigorous
and wild as other types can be. Yellow flowers.
Fothergilla major Mount Airy
Zone 5
Small tree or shrub. Fall is just amazing. Grows about 8 inches
a year.
Franklin Tree
Franklinia alatamaha
Zone 5
Distinct growing tree or shrub to 10 feet. Thought to be extinct in
the wild. Has late summer blooms which is unusual for most
trees.
Ginkgo
Zone 5
Gingkgo biloba
A prehistoric tree unchanged for millions of years. Reputedly has
memory enchancing qualities.
Ginkgo biloba Chi Chi
Zone 5
Interesting clone found in Japan know for its round growths on
branches and the trunk over time. Grows about 1 foot a year and
seems more compact then the species.
Ding-a-Ling Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Ding-a-Ling
Kind of like Chi-Chi but with “Sausage” like growths on the trunk
and stems. Hmmm. Slow growing.
Pyramidal Ginkgo
Ginkgo biloba Fastigiata
Zone 5
An old form with pyramidal habit. Good tree where a
narrow specimen is needed.
Golden Globe Ginkgo
Zone 4
Gingko biloba Golden Globe
A new and uncoomon variety of Gingko. Globular
head with deep yellow or gold leaves in fall.
To 20 feet.
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Hyanari Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Hyanari
A female clone. One of the few available.
Jade Butterflies Ginkgo
Zone 5
Beautiful dwarf pyramid. Grows about 3 inches a
year.
Mariken Globe Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Mariken
Globe compact type. Excellent rock garden plant.
Shangri-La Ginkgo
Zone 5
Larger upright form with golden leaves in the fall.
Weeping Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Pendula
A weeping form now available. Our Ginkgos are
grafted at 5 feet and allowed to cascade downwards.
Becomes quite wide over time. Grows about 1 foot a
year.
Princeton Sentry Ginkgo
Zone 4
Ginkgo biloba Princeton Sentry
Very narrow upright found in Princeton Nurseries
New Jersey. Grows about 1 foot a year.
Robbie’s Twist Ginkgo
Ginkgo biloba Robbie’s Twist
New plant for me info coming.

Zone 4

Dwarf Ginkgo
Zone 4
Ginkgo biloba Spring Grove
Found by Bill Barger in Ohio I believe. Grows like the
species only 1/3 the size. Heavy thick branches make
this dwarf really interesting in winter.
Saratoga Ginkgo
Zone 5
Gingko biloba Saratoga
Unusual cutleaf and beautiful deep golden fall colour
makes this an ideal specimen over time.
Thelma Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Thelma
Extremely slowing growing dwarf Ginkgo. Probably
from a witches broom.
Tube Leafed Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Tubiformis
Slow growing variety with leaves curled up to look
like tubes.
Vanilla Swirl Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Vanilla Swirl
A creamy white swirled variegated form I found as
a branch mutation. Just coming into production.
Tree has been stable for 9 years without reverting.
Windover Gold Ginkgo
Gingko biloba Windover Gold
Infor coming.

Zone 5

Witches Broom Ginkgo
Zone 5
Ginkgo biloba Witches Broom
Such an amazing plant with the most boring name.
Grows with perfection into a sphere up to 6 feet.
Super dense and dark green leaves. Very rare and
hard to find cultivar.
Kentucky Coffee Tree
Zone 4
Gymnocladus diocus
A most interesting growing native tree. Very stout
branches leaf out amoung the last of all trees. Will
become a great specimen.

Variegated English Holly
Zone 5B
Ilex aquifolium Ferox Argentea
Nice variegated form with prickly leaves. Needs to be protected
from winter sun and wind.
Beehive Japanese Holly
Dense little globe form. Ideal for rock gardens.
Grows about 3-4 inches a year.

Zone 5

Sky Pencil Japanese Holly
Zone 5
Ilex crenata Sky Pencil
Evergreen holly that is narrowly upright. Can reach
8 feet and only be 1 ½ feet wide.
Ilex verticillata Maryland Beauty
A female clone with red berries.

Zone 5

Ilex verticillata Soutern Gentleman
Zone 5
A male clone needed to fertilize the female flowers for
berries.
Blue Angel Holly
Zone 5
Ilex x Blue Angel
We have a few stunning specimens. Dark green almost to the
point of a purple blue colour.
Variegated Hybrid Holly
Zone 5
Ilex x Sunsation
Nice variegated form that is hardier than the English or American
varieties. Still prefers a slight shady area with acidic soil.
Blue Ash
Zone 4
Fraxinus quadragulata
A rare endangered native Carolinian tree to 30 feet.
Sunburst Locust
Zone 4
Gleditsia tri. Sunburst
A fast growing ornamental locust noted for its bright yellow growth
which lasts well into the summer.
Butternut
Zone 4
Juglans cinerea
Fast growing tree that produces edible nuts. Related to walnut.
Sweet Gum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Zone 5
Beautiful carolinian species with star shaped leaves that turn
a brilliant crimson in the fall. Grows to 80 feet.
We have a few cultivars in very limited quantities.
Tulip Tree
Zone 5
Liriodendron tulipifera
A rarer carolinian tree. Becomes a large specimen over time.
Beautiful leaves and makes a stately tree. Yellow and coloured
flowers.
Columnar Tulip Tree
Zone 5
Liriodendron tulipifera Fastigiata
A very narrow form of the Tulip tree growing to 40 feet. Makes a
beautiful specimen. Fall colour yellow.Rare.
Variegated Tulip Tree
Zone 5b
Liriodendron tulipifera Aureomarginatum
This much sought after tree has a gold edge around the leaf.
Makes an eye catching plant in the garden. Grows about 1-2 feet
a year. Rare and hard to find.
Osage Orange Tree
Zone 5
Maclura pomifera
Zone 5
Dark shiny green leaves with super thorny branches. The fruit is
lime yellow and always reminds me of monkey brains for some
reason. Neat collectors tree.
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Magnolia x Betty
Zone 5
A more compact and dwarf form with purple red flowers
in the spring. Sometimes reblooms in August.
Susan Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia x Susan
Deep purple flowers in spring that periodically rebloom
in the summer. Smaller compact form to 15 feet.
Magnolia x Rose Marie
Zone 4
Extremely hardy form with deep pink blooms.
Mature at 20 feet.
Cucumber Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia acuminata
Strong growing native tree with large leaves. Cream
flowers and large red seed pods in the fall. Very
popular native Carolinian species.
Golden Sun Cucumber Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia acuminata Golden Sun
You may the first in Canada to own this yellow
flowered version. Otherwise grows normally.
Yulan Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia denudata Forrest’s Pink
An extremely rare cultivar with pink flowers.
Kobus Magnolia
Zone 4
Magnolia kobus
Very hardy Magnolia that takes a little longer to bloom
but beautiful white flowers will cover the tree. Medium
grower.
Ballerina Magnolia
Zone 4b
White finger petaled variety. Compact growing
to 15 feet.
Chrysanthemum Flowered Magnolia
Zone 4b
Magnolia kobus var. stellata Chrysanthemumiflora
Double flowered variety with double white flowers.
Mature at 15 feet.
Large Leafed Magnolia
Zone 6
Magnolia macrophylla
This plant looks tropical due to its enormous leaves.
American native with impressive white
flowers. RARE!
Oyama Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia sieboldii
Small tree with incredible nodding fragrant white
flowers. Being successfully grown in Zone 4. .A must
for collectors.
Jane Platt Star Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia stellata Rosea Jane Platt
An amazing newer variety that comes out with dusty
pink finger petals. Very elegant looking.
Magnolia Leonard Messel
Another star like flower. Compact, small tree or shrub.
Good for smaller spaces.

Kiki’s Broom Saucer Magnolia
Zone 5
A witches broom from a Saucer Magnolia. Grows 1/3
Of the rate of the Saucer. Even its pink flowers are small. Very
cute.
Rustica Rubra Saucer Magnolia
Zone 5
Reddish blooms in spring adorn this classic Magnolia.
Daybreak Magnolia
Magnolia sprengeri Eric Savill
Red flowering variety with large leaves.

Zone 6

Magnolia sprengeri REL WB
Witches broom of this species. New.

Zone 6

Magnolia x Daybreak
Zone 5
One of the most sought after cultivars of soulangiana types. It
flowers later than soulangiana therefore it almost never loses its
flower to frost. A very rich pink colour makes this plant one of the
most difficult cultivars to get a hold of.
Magnolia x Elizabeth
Zone 5
One of the first yellow hybrids. Fragrant flowers. Exceptional
tree.
Magnolia x Gold Star
Zone 5
A vigorous pyramidal habit with light yellow flowers that are frost
tolerant. RARE!
Thunderchild Crabapple
Malus Thunderchild

Zone 3

Nice pyramidal tree with dark purple foliage 15ft. Small purple
fruit that doesn't make a mess.
Contorted Mulberry
Morus bombycis Unryu

Zone 5b

Large leaved and contorted tree. Each plant becomes a work of
art. Fast growing but needs a bit of protection in our climate.
Black Gum
Zone 5
Nyssa sylvatica
Smooth gray barked tree to 50 feet. Famous for it’s stunning
bright burgundy and red fall colour. Native.
Sourwood
Oxydendron arboreum

Zone 5

A native eastern American tree with exceptional glossy foliage.
Bouquets of white flowers in summer. Few trees match the fall
colour of this tree. Grows to 45 feet.
Persian Parrotia
Parrotia persica

Zone 5b

With its exfoliating bark, interesting branch structure and maroon
flowers it is no wonder this plant is coveted around the world.
Glowing fall colour. Mature at 15 feet. RARE!
Persian Parrotia
Zone 5b
Parrotia persica Vanessa
A selection with unbelievable fall colouring it doesn’t look real.

Moonglow Sweet Bay Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia virginiana Moonglow
A fast growing Magnolia that will bloom in 2 to 3 years.
Dark green leaves with silver undersides. Flowers white
with a lemon scent. Just released. Very new, and still
rare. Hardy to -35C.

London Plane
Zone 5
Plantanus x acerifolia
Multicoloured bark of whites, tans and taupe are the stand out
feature of this giant to 100 feet. Makes a great specimen or often
used in rows to create an allee.

Saucer Magnolia
Zone 5
Magnolia soulangiana
A classic garden tree with large pinkish flowers to 20
feet. Stunning show every spring.

Weeping Ornamental Plum
Zone 5
Prunus cerasifera Pendula
A creeping form if not staked. Covered in small pink flowers in
the spring. Very showy and uncommon.
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Japanese Weeping Cherry
Zone 5
Prunus ser. Kiku-Shidare
Double flowering rose coloured flowers. Doesn't
growing too large so it can be placed in a plant border
as an accent or stand alone specimen. Wonderful fall
colours also.

Japanese Stewartia
Stewartia psuedocamellia

Zone 5b

Among the most desirable ornamental trees in the landscape.
Striking camellia like flowers in spring, small size, interesting
bark with age and impressive fall colours all make this tree a
prime candidate. Should be placed in semi protected area.

White Oak
Zone 4
Quercus alba
Our native oak, slow growing but makes a beautiful
specimen over time. Good for wildlife.

Golden Weeping Willow
Zone 3
Salix alba Tristis
A classic tree used in wet areas. Very graceful looking as a
specimen.

Japanese Emporer Oak
Quercus dentata

Contorted Weeping Willow
Salix alba Torulosa

Zone 5

Zone 3

Very distintive tree with leaves as large as a baseball
glove. Fast growing sturdy tree. Extremely rare in
cultivation.

Another fast growing yellow branched contorted willow. Weeping
like the regular form only with the addition of contorted branches.
Makes a large specimen.

Pin Oak
Zone 4
Quercus palustris
Deeply incised leaves give this tree a distinct look.
Not tolerant of heavy and poorly drained soils.

Variegated Japanese Willow
Salix integra Hakuro Nishiki

Chestnut Oak
Zone 5
Quercus prinus
Rare carolinian tree. Very ornamental and grows on
even the poorest of soils. Used in basket making
generations ago.
Acorn Oak
Zone 5
Quercus prinoides
A very rare native dwarf oak. Seeds at a very early
age. Attracts turkeys and other wildlife.
Pyramidal English Oak
Zone 5
Quercus robur Fastigiata
Beautiful regal looking columnar tree most often used
in rows or as single specimens which grow to 75' over
time. Leaves tend to stay on the plants all winter.
Shingle Oak
Quercus shumardii

Zone 4

Black Oak
Zone 4
Quercus velutina
Another native species with very dark bark as it gets
older. Quite difficult to distinguish from a red oak when
young.
Magnolia Vine
Zone 4
Schisandra chinensis
A hardy vine in the Magnolia family with creamy white
drooping flowers. This plant is incredibly rare and I
doubt very much that it has ever been offered before.
Limited quantites.
Korean Mountain Ash
Zone 5
Sorbus alnifolia
Rated as the most lovely of all ornamental mountain
ash. Very clean and healthy leaves, white flowers and
beautiful apricot fall colour. Definitely in my top 10 of
small ornamental trees. Not always available.
Dwarf Pyramidal Mountain Ash
Sorbus aucuparia Fastigiata

Zone 5

Lovely compact pyramid with very dark green leaves
and almost red berries in fall. Quite slow growing.
There are several nice specimens here at the nursery
which people always comment on.

Zone 5

The first leaves almost white before turning to dusty pink and
later white and green. Regular pruning will ensure best
performance and colour.
Corkscrew Willow
Salix matsudana Torulosa

Zone 5

A fast growing green tree with extremely contorted twisted
branches and leaves. Tolerates moist soils. Grows to 60 feet.
Makes a quick visual barrier.
Japanese Tree Lilac
Syringa reticulata Ivory Silk

Zone 4

We have both the shrub and tree form of this hardy and disease
free tree. Flowers nearly one month after the French lilacs.
Grows up to 15ft at maturity.
Hungarian Lilac
Zone 4
Syringa villosa
Big bright pink flowers cover this large growing bush.
French Lilac
Syringa vulgaris
Classic fragrant garden lilac. White or purple

Zone 3

Variegated French Lilac
Zone 3
Creamy yellow splashed throughout green leaves.
Big Leafed Linden
Tilia platyphyllos Laciniata
Zone 4
Rare, deeply cut leaved form. Unusual for any Linden. Grows
into a small conical tree.
Fragrant Snowball
Zone 5
Viburnum calecephalum
Quite possibly the most fragrant viburnum. Ours are grafted into a
tree form. Should be planted in full sun where the aromatic
scents can be appreciated.
Zelkova Tree
Zone 5
Zelkova serrata Green Veil
May be the best clone of this species. Dark green
Leaves, vase shaped with arching branching.
Resembles our elm trees. Fall colour: yellow.
Many shrubs and perrenials are also available.
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